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RUTH GAVISON, AVISHAI MARGALIT, AND 

EDNA ULLMANN-MARGALIT 

CAUSAL OVER-DETERMINATION: 
RESOLUTION OF A PUZZLE 

(Received 22 May, 1979) 

1. THE STORY 

Two persons, Abe and Ben, independently want to kill a third person, Cal. 
They both hear of Cal's planned journey across the desert. On the night 
before he sets out, Abe poisons the water in his reserve jerrycan of drinking 
water. Later that night, and in complete ignorance of what Abe had done, 
Ben punctures the jerrycan. Cal goes to the desert and, as his reserve jerrycan 
is empty by the time he needs it, he dies there of thirst. Who caused his 
death? 

Two points should be noted at the outset. First, the question just posed 
is intended to challenge the notion of causation, not the legal concept of 
liability. Even though in most cases the legal imputation of liability presup- 
poses some causal relationship, it is quite possible that, when brought to 
court, both Abe and Ben will be held liable for murdering Cal, or that they 
both will be held liable for attempt only. Legal policies and reasoning aside, 
then, we would still want the answer to the question 'who caused Cal's 
death?' to square with our account of causation. 

Second, regarding accounts of causation, it will be instructive to start 
by recalling Hume's celebrated definition (from the Enquiry, Section VII, 
Part I): 

...We may define a cause to be an object, followed by another, and where all objects 
similar to the first are followed by objects similar to the second. Or in other words, 
where, if the first object had not been, the second never had existed. 

(This definition, it will be recalled, is immediately followed by a second, 
cast in terms of the psychological association of ideas.) 

The two components of this definition, viz. the regular succession condi- 
tion and the sine qua non condition, are evidently taken by Hume to be 
tantamount to each other ("or in other words..."). However the case before 
us, like others which fall under the heading of causal over-determination, 
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show that these two components may at times diverge and furthermore that 
neither of them may be helpful in determining the cause of a given effect. 
While the first condition is (roughly speaking) met with respect to both Abe's 
and Ben's deeds - both poisoning one's drinking water and depriving one of 
one's drinking water may be said, other things being equal, to be regularly 
followed by one's death - the second condition is met by neither: had either 
one of them not done his deed, Cal would still have died in the desert. So the 
question remains: Who caused his death? 

What we propose to do in this paper is the following. We shall first 
review two attempts that have been made to deal with our Story and show 
why the conclusions reached by each are unsatisfactory. We shall then 
introduce a distinction - between what we shall call effective and ineffective 
causal replacement - which, we claim, helps point to the cause in many of 
the cases that belong to the standard stock of examples of causal over- 
determination. Finally, analyzing the initial Story in terms of this distinction 
we shall be able to show both why this particular case is indeed more puzzling 
than the others, and how it is to be resolved. 

2. HART AND HONORE'S ANALYSIS 

Hart and Honore devote a chapter of their Causation in the Law' to what 
they call concurrent causes. They sub-divide these into three groups: (1) 
contributory causes, where two independent acts occur, and each of them is 
a necessary condition of the subsequent effect (example: a stevedore is 
injured from falling down a hatch which, through the negligence of the ship 
repairers, was left open and, through the negligence of the ship owners, failed 
to be inspected in time and discovered to be missing its cover); (2) additional 
causes, where two independent acts occur and each of them is sufficient to 
produce the subsequent effect - so that, in the circumstances neither act is 
a necessary condition of that effect (example: two persons simultaneously 
shoot a third, each shot being sufficient to kill him); (3) alternative causes, 
where the act which had actually occurred was sufficient to produce the 
effect, but where, had it not occured, an altemative event would then have 
occurred and would have produced the same effect (example: a member of 
a gang kills a person who would have been killed by another member of the 
gang had he refused or failed to do so). 

For cases of the first and third type Hart and Honore have no particular 
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difficulties: barring unusual circumstances, in a case of contributory 
causation each of the two acts is equally to be considered the cause, and in a 
case of altemative causation the cause is to be identified with that act which 
had actually occured. Our Story is an instance of additional causation. It is, 
moreover, not a simple case of this sort but rather a complicated one, where 
"there is an interaction between the acts of two parties, each normally 
sufficient to produce the harm" (Hart and Honor6, p. 217). According to the 
type of interaction exhibited by this case it is referred to by Hart and Honore 
as a case of additional neutralizing causes (as distinct from cases of additional 
combinatory causes and of additional 'overtaking' causes), where the act of 
one party neutralizes that of the other. As an instance, consider the case 
where A sets fire sufficient to destroy Cs house but before it reaches the 
house it is quenched - and the house destroyed - by the water escaping from 
the nearby dam demolished by B. In this sort of case, Hart and Honore say, 
...it would seem clear on ordinary principles that the party whose subsequent act has 
neutralized the first has alone caused the harm, though the first actor may be liable 
on other grounds, e.g. for an attempt. (p. 219) 

They then cite a number of court decisions regarding such cases which 
demonstrate that both criminal and civil law generally comply with this 
view. It is all the more striking, therefore, that the only case they consider 
too anomalous and too problematic to be resolved in this way - indeed to 
be resolved at all - is the case presented by our Story. 

What makes this case special is that although it is true that Ben's act 
(emptying the jerrycan) had indeed neutralized Abe's (poisoning its content) 
in the sense that it prevented the latter from leading to the consequence 
(Cal's dying from poisoning) it would have led to in the natural course of 
events, it is at the same time also true that the situation created by Abe was 
such as to preclude us from describing Ben's later action as causing Cal's 
death. According to them the difficulty has to do with the fact that the 
notion of 'causing death' is more complicated than the (standard legal) notion 
of 'causing hann'. The passage merits quotation: 
Since everybody dies, 'causing death' normally involves the notion of shortening life and 
not merely determining the manner of dying... The notion of causing death is not of 
course confined to crude cases where the actor initiates changes in the victim's body ...; 
it also extends to cases where the actor shortens the victim's life by depriving him of 
something needed by his organism for survival. Hence we speak of starving people to 
death or causing them to die of thirst. But the extention of causal terminology to these 
latter cases presupposes that the victim had or would, but for the actor's intervention, 
have access to the necessary food or drink, and in our imaginary case this presupposition 
is falsified owing to the intervention of the first malefactor. (p. 220) 
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Although their subsequent discussion envisages the possibility that a legal 
system may hold that the actions of both Abe and Ben constitute murder, 
their own reluctant conclusion is that "their [Abe's and Ben's] mutual 
frustration of each other's plan precludes us from saying that either caused 
[Cal's] death" (p. 220). And so Hart and Honore leave us with the 
paradoxical result that Cal's death, while undoubtedly a caused event, can be 
said to have been caused by the acts of neither Abe nor Ben. 

3. MAC KIE'S ANALYSIS 

In contrast with Hart and Honore's inconclusive discussion of the problem 
before us, Mackie2 finds it 'clear' that "the puncturing of the can caused 
the traveller's death" (p. 45). His argument in defence of this position is in 
fact designed to show that this case is not in truth a case of (to use Hart 
and Honore's terminology) additional causation but should rather be 
assimilated to the group of cases exhibiting alternative causation (see p. 382 
above). In this latter group of cases it is indeed relatively easy to isolate the 
cause from among the rival candidates for this role: it is the (one and only) 
causal chain which is actually realized. The existence of an alternative or 
reserve causal process does, to be sure, mean that the cause so isolated was 
not necessary in the circumstances for that sort of result, but it does not 
alter the fact that it was this cause that actually led to this particular result 
as it came about. 

In order for his argument to carry through Mackie introduces a distinction 
between the result-as-a-fact on the one hand and the result-as-a-concrete-event 
on the other. In order to be able to determine which of the rival candidates 
caused the result, we have to be clear, says Mackie, what is to count as the 
result - "whether it is a concrete event or a fact, and if so, which fact" 
(p. 46). The thrust of his argument is the following. The result-as-a-concrete- 
event in the case before us is Cal's death which was, among other things, a 
death from thirst. In order to determine the cause of this concrete event we 
must point to that causal chain which actually led to it, and, difficulties 
concerning the notion of 'causing death' notwithstanding, "it is the chain 
puncturing-lack-of-water-thirst-death that was realized, whereas the rival 
chain that starts with poison-in-can was not completed" (p. 46). Thus, he 
says, it was Ben's act, the puncturing of the can, that was necessary in the 
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circumstances for the result-as-a-concrete-event (equally, it was necessary in 
the circumstances for the fact-result that Cal died of thirst), and hence this 
act was its cause. 

Meritorious as Mackie's causal analysis may in principle be, we have to 
reject its application to the Story, as well as his conclusion. We are willing to 
go along with Mackie and focus our attention on the result-as-a-concrete- 
event. We agree for the moment that, given the facts of our Story, it is Cal's 
death of thirst. (This will be modified on p. 389 below, however.) We contest, 
however, Mackie's claim that the puncturing of the can was necessary in the 
circumstances for this concrete result - and with it its corollary that it is the 
puncturing of the can that is to be considered the cause of this concrete 
result. We maintain, that is, that the chain that starts with poison-in-can could 
also have led to that same concrete result of Cal's dying of thirst. Consider 
the following two possibilities: 

(a) Abe poisons the water in Cal's jerrycan; upon resorting to it Cal 
instantly recognizes the odor of the deadly poison and refrains from drinking; 
Cal subsequently dies of thirst - regardless of whether as a result of Ben's 
intervention the can was empty at the time or not. 

(b) Rather than put a dose of lethal poison in Cal's jerrycan, suppose 
our original Story has it that Abe in fact saturates its contents with salt, and 
that when Cal needs to resort to it he is already severely dehydrated. As 
drinking salt-water in a condition of dehydration leads to death of thirst, Cal 
dies of thirst - regardless of whether as a result of Ben's intervention the can 
was empty at the time or not.3 

These two variations on our theme undermine, we believe, Mackie's 
application of his own analysis to the case of the Story: they show that the 
puncturing of the can was not necessary in the circumstances either for the 
fact that Cal died of thirst or for his death qua concrete event. They also 
highlight the perplexing features of this case that were pointed out by Hart 
and Honore. 

So: We have rejected as unacceptable Hart and Honore's paradoxical 
conclusion that Cal's death was caused by neither Abe nor Ben. We have also 
rejected as inconclusive Mackie's argument in favor of regarding Ben's act 
as the cause of this death. How, then, is the resistance of our Story to causal 
analysis to be overcome? And even prior to that: do we fully understand the 
nature of this resistance? 
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4. AWAY OUT 

Consider the following two cases, still laboring the morbid topic of causing 
death. 

(i) A and B are enemies of C; they both want to kill him. A gets to him 
first, shoots and mortally wounds him: C is certain to die before dawn. But 
later that night and before he dies of A's wound, B shoots and kills him. 

(ii) A and B are enemies of C; they both want to kill him. A gets to him 
first, shoots him and kills him. B arrives later and, ignorant of what had 
happened, shoots Cs dead body in the heart. 

In each of these two cases there are two independent causal chains that 
are initiated in succession. In each case either one of the pair of causal 
chains would, had the other one not been initiated, have led to the same 
(fact-) result, i.e. that C should die (or even: that C should die of a gunshot). 
Even though the two processes interact and interfere with each other it is 
nevertheless quite possible to point, in each case, to that causal chain which 
actually terminated in the result of C's death qua concrete event. In (i) it 
was the causal chain that started second which actually terminated first in 
C's death: B's action effectively replaced A's and is hence to be considered 
as having caused C's death. In (ii) it was the causal chain that started first 
which also terminated first in C's death: B's action was ineffectual, causally 
vacuous as it were, and it was A who caused C's death. All of this is straight- 
forward enough, and quite in line with the discussions both of Hart and 
Honorb and of Mackie. 

Let us then enlarge the terminology devised to deal with the phenomenon 
of causal over-determination by one more distinction, and agree to refer to 
cases like (i) and (ii) as cases of effective and ineffective causal replacement, 
respectively. This distinction may be viewed as a cross between - and at the 
same time as a refinement of - Hart and Honore's unsatisfactorily delineated 
categories of altemative causes on the one hand and additional (neutralizing) 
causes on the other. 

(It is not too hard to think of cases which fall somewhere between these 
two categories, and thus to enrich, or at any rate to complicate, the picture. 
Hart and Honore in fact mention such an example, where two successively 
initiated causal chains affect the victim simultaneously (p. 225). An 
easy paradigm to work with in this connection is that of two persons 
independently planting delayed-action bombs: one may map out all the 
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possible combinations of time of planting vs time of explosion, successful vs 
abortive attempts, total vs partial damage, etc., and in this way obtain clear- 
cut examples for all the categories of cases that have already been discussed - 
and for some more. However, instructive as it may be to be aware of the 
potential complexity of the entire picture, these further refinements hardly 
affect the issue before us.) 

What does the distinction between effective and ineffective replacement 
do to our Story? 

From Mackie's discussion it emerges that for him the Story is an instance 
of effective replacement: Ben punctured the jerrycan, this action started a 
causal chain which was consummated with Cal's death of thirst, and hence 
Abe's prior action - of poisoning the content of the jerrycan - was rendered 
causally immaterial. As for Hart and Honore, their reluctance to regard either 
Abe or Ben as having caused Cal's death indicates that for them the Story is 
neither a case of effective nor of ineffective replacement. At the same time, 
however, their discussion of the notion of 'causing death', and in particular 
their comments conceming the fact that 'causing death of thirst' presupposes 
that but for the malefactor's intervention the victim would have had access to 
the necessary drink (see p. 383 above), suggest that they would tend, if 
pressed, to see the Story as a case of ineffective rather than effective replace- 
ment, and hence to take Abe's action to have been the cause of Cal's death. 

Our own contention is this. While being a case of over-deternination of 
causation, our Story, as given, is also a case of under-determination of 
description. It cannot be classified either as a case of effecitve or as a case of 
ineffective replacement not because its facts intrinsically elude the applica- 
tion of this distinction but rather because there are simply not enough of 
them. In order to determine who caused Cal's death the question of whether 
the case is one of effective or of ineffective replacement has to be settled 
first; and in order to settle this question the Story has to be supplemented 
with some facts. 

Thus, suppose that the facts of the case are such that the poison Abe puts 
into the water acts slowly and leads to death within weeks of its consumption. 
Here Ben's act of puncturing the jerrycan, which led to Cal's subsequent 
death of thirst within a few days, clearly tums the case into one of effective 
replacement: Ben was the cause of the concrete event of Cal's death of thirst. 
Similarly - but somewhat paradoxically - had the poison been such that the 
dose put by Abe would have led to Cal's death almost instantly, once again 
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Ben's action would count as effective replacement. (This is paradoxical 
because while causing Cal's death of thirst Ben's act at the same time served 
to prolong Cal's life by several days. A similar case is mentioned by Hart and 
Honore, where "A initiates .a causal process which is completed in the usual 
way after the victim would in the special circumstances have died but before 
the expiry of the usual life span of a person of that age and state of health", 
p. 220 n. See below, however, for a qualification of this point conceming 
the relevance of the type of poison used to the question whether the case is 
one of effective or of ineffective replacement.) 

On the other hand, suppose that the facts of the case are such that upon 
opening the jerrican Cal instantly recognizes the characteristic odor left by 
the poison: we may even imagine this to have occured soon after setting out 
on his joumey and before all the water from the can leaks out, so that Cal 
in fact writes this reserve can off without ever realizing that it is punctured 
and eventually empty. Here even though Cal subsequently died of thirst, the 
case is one of ineffective replacement; Abe was the cause of Cal's death of 
thirst. Incidentally, had the order of the malefactors' actions been reversed - 
i.e. first Ben punctures the can, then Abe pours poison in - the case would 
surely count as one of ineffective replacement. 

In order to strengthen the case that with appropriate supplementations 
our Story may be an instance of ineffective replacement it will be instructive 
if it could be stripped both from the unnecessarily dramatizing moral 
overtones (associated with the notion of 'causing death') and from all 
epistemic and motivational notions (such as are associated with the 
'recognizing', 'realizing', and 'writing off' of the above example). We appeal 
to the reader, therefore, to bear with us just once more and agree to consider 
the following case: 

Two persons, A and B, independently want to prevent a third person, C, 
from getting to a certain place (the witness box, the church) on time. A pours 
a large quantity of sugar into the gas tank of C's car. B arrives later and, 
unaware of what A has done, punctures and empties the gas tank. When C 
sets out to go the car wouldn't start. Who caused the car's non-startability 
(or, if you will, its having gone dead)? 

We maintain that this is a case of ineffective replacement. We believe, 
moreover, that this accords well with our common intuitions. As for the 
spelled-out reasoning, it is this. The concrete effect, or event-result here is the 
car's non-startability through lack of fuel. True, B emptied the tank. 
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However, what he emptied was not fuel: sugared gasoline is not gasoline (- at 
least as far as its function in motorcars' combustion chamber is concemed. 
We could as a matter of fact have imagined A to have poured air-craft fuel, 
to which the motor of the ordinary motorcar is not tuned, rather than sugar 
into Cs gas tank: the car wouldn't start, whether or not B later intervenes.) 
Hence A's action of pouring sugar to the tank started a causal chain which 
may correctly be described as: pouring-sugar-(or whatever)-into-tank-lack-of- 
(relevant)-fuel-non-startability. B's subsequent action of puncturing the tank, 
which would normally have begun a chain continuing with 'lack-of-fuel-non- 
startability', was therefore in the circumstances preempted by A's action 
and hence ineffectual. And so A is to be pointed at as having caused the 
effect under consideration. 

Is this case, or is it not, analogous to our Story? 
Our answer is that it could be; and that when it is, our Story is indeed an 

instance of ineffective causal replacement and Abe is to be considered the 
cause of Cal's death. The question, then, is just what is it that decides 
whether the analogy holds or not. But before turning to this question we 
must bring the compared cases closer together - and at the same time 
improve the formulation of our problem - by exchanging Mackie's descrip- 
tion of the concrete event-result as Cal's death from thirst for its description 
in terms of his death from lack of water (or: from lack of relevant fluids). 
After all, the subjective sensation of unquenched thirst is only an effect of 
(and in fact not even uniformly correlated with) the objective state of de- 
hydration which may result in death. 

Now we argue that the question whether or not the poison-in-the-jerrycan 
case is analogous to the sugar-in-the-gas-tank case hinges on the following 
factual question: Was the poison used of such type, quantity, and degree of 
concentration as to still permit the description of the resultant mixture, 
whether solution or suspension, as water-cum-poison? That is, can one who 
drinks it still be plausibly described as having consumed water, albeit that his 
systems are being fatally damaged in the process? (This will in fact be the case 
with most kinds of poison.) Altematively, the situation may be such that the 
substance poured into the jerrycan interacts chemically with its water in such 
a way that the resultant compound, consisting no longer of any H20 
molecules, can by no means be considered as poisoned water. (This will be the 
case, e.g., with phosphorus pentoxide which combines with water to yield 
orthophosphoric acid.) It is this latter type of cases which is analogous to 
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the motorcar case: contrary to Mackie's claim (see p. 384 above), the chain 
begun by Abe's pouring such a poison into the jerrycan does consist, inter 
alia, of the link 'lack-of-water'. Therefore, Ben's subsequent emptying of the 
jerrycan by puncturing it, while determing the manner of death - compare 
Hart and Honore, quoted on p. 383 above - nevertheless ought to count as an 
act of ineffective replacement. 

We may now sum up. The perplexing features of the initial Story and its 
apparent resistance to causal analysis are attributable, we have been arguing, 
to its being under-determined with respect to the distinction between effective 
and ineffective causal replacement. It is the missing facts which will help 
determine whether the Story is an instance of one or of the other: the 
question of who caused the victim's death will be settled accordingly. This 
clarified, we may end with the conjecture that Hart and Honore's inability 
to point their finger at either culprit as having caused the victim's death stems 
from the fact that the Story as given is relevantly incomplete, while Mackie's 
confidence in pointing his finger at the second culprit as having caused the 
victim's death stems from the fact that the more natural ways of completing 
it (if indeed we may speak of naturalness in this singularly outlandish context) 
seem to be those rendering it a case of effective rather than ineffective 
replacement. 

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

NOTES 

I H. L. A. Hart and A. M. Honore, Causation in the Law (OUP, Oxford, 1959), Ch. 8. 
2 J. L. Mackie, The Cement of the Universe (OUP, Oxford, 1974). 
3 The original version of our Story, devised by J. A. Mclaughlin (xxxix Harvard Law 
Review (1925/6), pp. 149, 155 n. 25) indeed has it that the first person fills the water 
keg with salt; it also has it that the second later steals it. See also P. T. Geach, Reason 
and Argument (Oxford, 1976), p. 69. 
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